


The EKO-N 200F with two drying containers
(300 liters each) on a moveable frame inclu-
ding two conveying separator A8 with inter-
mediate hopper Z5

The EKO-N drying container are placed directly onto the drying plat-
form and have the KOCH-ÖKO energy saving control units ant with 
heat exchanger concept on the backside. The filling of the drying 
container is done by a conveying separator A8 and an intermediate 
hopper Z5

Nine different dryer sizes from EKO-N 110 to 2000 (m³ / h) are availa-
ble - here the EKO-N 1100F with 16 drying containers

EKO-N 2000F
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EKO-N drying containers from 40 - 1.200 lDrying containers in CKT-Design from 1.500 - 6.000 l
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Drying quality at the highest level

The pros of the existing drying concepts CKT & EKO
together in one drying unit: The dry air dryer EKO-N

The heat exchanger concept in the pipe system adopted 
from the EKO dryer has been further improved in the EKO-N 
series and is used here even more efficiently. The thermal 
energy return reduces the energy consumption by 20%, 
depending on the drying temperature of the material. This 
reduces the average energy consumption while maintai-
ning the same quality.

The EKO-N dryer includes frequency-controlled drying 
fans and the energy-saving dew point control as standard 
(both from EKO-N 300F). All EKO-N dryer come both with 
S7 control unit and a 10,4” Touch-Screen Display. The user 
can adjust all necessary operating functions such as: Drying 
time, drying temperature, dwell time.

The drying process is continuously monitored by sensors. 
Beide Prozesse arbeiten in jeweils geschlossenen Kreis-
laufsystemen für einen gleichbleibenden Trocknungsgrad. 
Because of this energy-efficient drying process, the EKO-N 
operates at a dew point of between -30° and -60°C.

Frequency-regulated drying blowers offer further ener-
gy savings in the drying process. Optional frequency 
converters enable the speed of the motor and therefore 
also of the dehumidified air to be adjusted to the load. 
This adjustment means that only a quarter of the energy 
that would otherwise be required is used at half-out-
put, enabling the energy costs for operating the drying 
blower alone can be reduced by 25% to 75%. 

Dry air dryer type EKO-N

According to the KOCH modular system, different drying 
containers from 40 liters to 1.200 liters can be integrated 
into the EKO-N. Bigger drying container will keep being 
built in the proven CKT-Design.

Another advantage: Due to the modular structure of the 
drying system, Expansion of drying containers can be car-
ried out without any problems.

Pros and Featrues with a new design:
   Nine different dryer sizes from EKO-N 110 - 2000 m³/h

      110(F) / 150(F) / 200(F) / 300F / 500F / 800F / 1100F / 1700F / 2000F

   Up to 50% energy savings and a consistent drying quality in combination with

         ä Thermal energy return via heat exchanger (Air - Air)

         ä Frequency controlled dry air dryer *

         ä Dew point controlled drying, when dew point of -30°C is reached *

         ä ÖKO energy saving patented KOCH control for material care drying

         ä Energy-saving countercurrent regeneration for a quick dehumidification

   EKO-N drying containers from 40 - 1.200 liters (from 1.500 liter in CKT-Design)

         ä Drying container availabe on frame (stationary or mobile) or integrated in a dryer platform

         ä Container heatings up to 120°C or 170°C, which are directly integrated without a loss of heat

         ä As per standard with viewing window and hinged lid

         ä Container with cleaning door expandable

   EKO-N concept with modular built up for easy expansion of the dry air dryer

   Control unit (S7) incl. 10,4“ Touch-Panel & material database with 240 recipes

   Fully integrated KOCH visualization software
   "Smart-Factory": Industry 4.0-compatibel through OPC-UA communication standard

         * (also optional aavailable for EKO-N 110, 150 & 200)

The KOCH ECO Control System
Our patented control system for gentle, energy-saving drying that does not damage material

Our optional ECO control system guarantees that 
hygroscopic materials such as PA, PC, LCP, POM etc. do 
not become overly dry in the drying containers. When 
little or no material is removed from a drying contain-
er, there is a risk of material damage occurring due to 
the constant flow of hot air. The ECO control system 
stops this happening. When a certain temperature is 
reached at the top of the drying container, the drying 
system automatically switches to idle. The machine 
only begins to operate again if material is removed or 
the holding time is too long.

The advantage is that you save up to 50 % on energy 
and can access pre-dried material at any time. At 
the same time, you can be certain that no damage has 
been done to the material. The quality of the end prod-
uct is thereby ensured.

Frequency-regulated blower

The Dew Point Control System
There are two drying systems, which differ in terms 
of energy consumption: On the one hand there is the 
energy-intensive system which switches in cycles, irre-
spective of the moisture in the drying container. 

This does not take into account whether dry or moist 
air is being used for the drying process. On the other 
hand there is the energy saving system; its opera-
tion depends on the dew point. The KOCH dry air 
dryers take the dew point into consideration as 
they operate. 

They do not switch to the new desiccant container until 
the dew point has reached -30°C. The dryer always 
adjusts to the actual circumstances. For wet plastic 
material, the cycles are shorter; for dry materials, the 
cycle is accordingly longer.

The benefit is obvious: A lot of energy is saved in the 
regeneration and the quality of the end product 
remains consistent.
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